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With CookieHint you can add a cookie notification to your Joomla! website in just a few steps. All 
you have to do is install and activate our plugin in your admin area. 
 

Installation 
 
Download the free Joomla plugin "CookieHint" from our website, install it and activate the 
extension. To customize the Joomla extension, navigate to "Extensions" > "Extension Manager" > 
"Administration" and select the plugin here. Now you have several choices that you can tailor to 
your website. In the section "Link" you set the link to the further usage information on your 
homepage. This can be the imprint of the disclaimer or mainly the privacy policy. 
 

Functions 
 
1. Note link  
You can refer to your imprint, your disclaimer or your privacy policy. Simply add your specific 
URL. 
 
2. CSS 
You can set the design of cookie notification via CSS files. You can choose between your own 
CSS files and our standard CSS files. You can select your CSS file after uploading it to 
'plugins/system/cookiehint/css'. 
 
3. HTML / PHP code 
If you want to change the entire cookie hint layout, you can use your own script. Select the PHP 
file you want to use. It will be visible and selectable in the drop-down menu once it has been 
uploaded to the 'plugins/system/cookiehint/include' directory. 
  
4. Multilingualism 
Translated standard languages:  
German, English, Spanish, Italian, Polish, Dutch, Czech, Czech, Dutch 
 
You can also use language keys in your admin area to change any translation and any text.  
Go to: Extensions > Languages > Overrides 
The language keys can be found under: Extensions > Plugins > CookieHint 
 
5. Cookie blocker 
If you wish, our plugin does not allow cookies to be saved. 

 
6. Reject button 
You can set up a rejection button and visitors will be redirected to a COOKIE / GDPR info page, 
including an explanation of why the redirection took place. You can also put a URL on another 
explanation page. 
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7. Storage duration of the confirmation cookie 
Specify how long the cookie notification confirmation is valid. After this time, it will expire and 
the visitor will have to accept the cookie notification again. 
 
 

Information and tips 
 

• Cookie Blocker (since v1.3): CookieHint offers the possibility to completely block cookies 
to prevent their storage in the browser. 

 
• Reject button / website exclusion (since v1.3): Cookies can be rejected by the visitor, if 

this is the case, the visitor will be excluded and forwarded to a cookie / DSGVO 
explanatory web page. 

 
• Validity period of the confirmation cookie (since v1.3): If desired, the validity of the 

confirmation cookie can be set individually. After the specified time, the confirmation 
cookie becomes invalid and the visitor must confirm the notice again. 

 
• Changelog: The change log that informs you about updates and new features of 

CookieHint can be found at: Plugins > CookieHint > Changelog 


